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SUMMARY
Signalling by members of the Hedgehog family of secreted
proteins plays a central role in the development of vertebrate and invertebrate embryos. In Drosophila, transduction of the Hedgehog signal is intimately associated with
the activity of protein kinase A and the product of the
segment polarity gene patched. We have cloned a
homologue of patched from the zebrafish Danio rerio and
analysed the spatiotemporal regulation of its transcription
during embryonic development in both wild-type and
mutant animals. We find a striking correlation between the
accumulation of patched1 transcripts and cells responding
to sonic hedgehog activity both in the neurectoderm and
mesoderm, suggesting that like its Drosophila counterpart,

patched1 is regulated by sonic hedgehog activity. Consistent
with this interpretation, mis-expression of sonic hedgehog
results in ectopic activation of patched1 transcription.
Using dominant negative and constitutively active forms of
the protein kinase A subunits, we also show that expression
of patched1 as well as of other sonic hedgehog targets, is
regulated by protein kinase A activity. Taken together, our
findings suggest that the mechanism of signalling by
Hedgehog family proteins has been highly conserved
during evolution.

INTRODUCTION

control the patterning of the neural tube and somites (van
Straaten et al., 1989; Placzek et al., 1990, 1991; Yamada et al.,
1991; Pourquié et al., 1993; Goulding et al., 1994) and several
lines of evidence suggest that shh is a major component of such
activities. First, in the zebrafish, loss of midline signalling in
various mutants is closely correlated with loss of shh
expression (Krauss et al., 1993; Ekker et al., 1995; Macdonald
et al., 1995). Second, ectopic expression of shh in zebrafish
(Krauss et al., 1993; Barth and Wilson, 1995; Macdonald et
al., 1995), as well as in mouse and frog (Echelard et al., 1993;
Ruiz i Altaba et al., 1995), leads to the inappropriate expression
of floorplate and/or ventral brain markers. Such ectopic
expression has also been shown to result in the inappropriate
activation of the sclerotomal and myotomal markers pax1 and
myoD, respectively, in the developing somites of the chick
(Johnson et al., 1994) as well as of myoD in paraxial mesoderm
of the fish (Weinberg et al., 1996). Finally, and most definitively, recombinant Shh protein is itself capable of inducing
floorplate and motor neuron differentiation in neural plate
explants (Marti et al., 1995; Roelink et al., 1995) and sclerotomal or myotomal differentiation in explants of presomitic
mesoderm (Fan et al., 1995; Munsterberg et al., 1995).
At later stages of development, transcription of shh is activated in the posterior mesenchyme of the developing limb buds,

In Drosophila, cell patterning is controlled by the segment
polarity genes, a molecularly heterogeneous group that
includes the components of two signal transduction pathways
(Klingensmith and Nusse, 1994; Ingham, 1995). One of these
pathways is responsible for transducing the activity of the
secreted protein Hedgehog, itself encoded by a member of the
segment polarity class (Lee et al., 1992; Mohler and Vani,
1992; Tabata et al., 1992; Tabata and Kornberg, 1994). Several
genes closely related to hedgehog (hh) have now been
described in various vertebrate species, the best characterised
of these being sonic hedgehog (shh) (Echelard et al., 1993;
Krauss et al., 1993; Riddle et al., 1993; Roelink et al., 1994).
The spatiotemporal deployment of shh is highly conserved
from fish to mouse: expression is initiated during gastrulation
in the embryonic shield or node and persists in the midline
mesoderm, the notochord precursor, as the main body axis
extends. Subsequently, expression of shh is activated in the
floorplate cells of the ventral neural tube that overlie the
notochord, where it continues to be expressed throughout
somitogenesis (reviewed by Fietz et al., 1994).
Experimental manipulations have identified both the
notochord and floorplate as sources of inducing activities that
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a region corresponding to the signalling centre known as the
zone of polarising activity (ZPA). Mis-expression of shh in the
anterior of the limb bud results in digit duplications similar to
those induced by heterotopic grafts of ZPA material (Riddle et
al., 1993; Chang et al., 1994), suggesting that shh mediates the
signalling activity of this region of the vertebrate limb.
Although the importance of shh during vertebrate embryogenesis is thus well established, little is known about the way
in which the activity of the Shh protein is transduced. In
Drosophila, by contrast, genetic analysis has identified a
number of putative components of the hh-signalling pathway,
such as the cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) (Jiang and
Struhl, 1995; Lepage et al., 1995; Li et al., 1995; Pan and
Rubin, 1995; Strutt et al., 1995) as well as the products of
several segment polarity genes, including patched (ptc)
(Hidalgo and Ingham, 1990; Ingham et al., 1991; Ingham and
Hidalgo, 1993; Capdevila et al., 1994), a novel multipass
membrane spanning protein (Hooper and Scott, 1989; Nakano
et al., 1989). Inactivation of either Ptc or PKA in the developing limbs of Drosophila has remarkably similar consequences;
in both cases, various hh target genes are inappropriately
activated, suggesting that Ptc and PKA normally act to
suppress the Hh response pathway. Whilst PKA most likely
acts by phosphorylating other components of this pathway, the
molecular mechanism of Ptc activity has remained enigmatic.
One suggestion, based upon its predicted topology and
membrane localisation, is that it functions as a receptor for Hh,
binding of the latter antagonising Ptc activity and thus relieving
the repression of different target genes (Ingham et al., 1991).
Although consistent with the spatial deployment of the two
proteins and the interactions between them as deduced by
genetic analysis, this model has so far received no direct biochemical support.
Whatever the identity of the Hh receptor, it seems likely to
have been highly conserved through evolution since vertebrate
hh homologues are capable of activating the response pathway
when expressed in transgenic Drosophila (Krauss et al., 1993;
Chang et al., 1994; Ingham and Fietz, 1995). Moreover, the discovery that the response of tissue explants to Shh activity can be
attenuated by drugs that activate PKA (Fan et al., 1995; Hynes
et al., 1995) suggests that at least some of the intracellular components of the pathway may have also been conserved. In this
study, we have explored the extent of this conservation further
by cloning a zebrafish homologue of ptc and analysing its
expression during embryogenesis. In Drosophila, ptc is itself
one of the principal targets of hh activity, its transcription being
upregulated in hh-responding cells. Using midline mutants and
overexpression strategies, we have investigated the relationship
between shh activity and transcription of the zebrafish ptc1
gene. Our results support a role for shh and ptc1 in the specification of both neural and mesodermal cell fates in the zebrafish;
in addition, we show that both aspects of shh signalling are
mediated by PKA activity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In situ hybridisation
In situ hybridisation was performed as described by Oxtoby and
Jowett (1993) with the following modifications: hybridisation were
performed at 70°C and post-hybridisation washes were as suggested
by Henrique et al. (1995). Stained embryos were dehydrated through

an ethanol: butanol series, embedded in Fibrowax and sectioned (610 µm). Double stainings were performed essentially as described
(Jowett and Lettice, 1994).
Probes used for in situ hybridisations were synthesized using the
following templates: shh, (Krauss et al., 1993); pax-[b] (Krauss et al.,
1991); nk2.2, (Barth and Wilson, 1995); MyoD (Weinberg et al.,
1996). Unincorporated DIG-UTP was removed by centrifugation
through a Nuc50 column (Kodak). Specimens were analysed using a
Zeiss Axioplan microscope and photographed with Kodak
Ektachrome 64T film. Images were scanned on a Sprintscan 35 slidescanner and processed using Adobe Photoshop software.
zebrafish stocks
Wild-type Danio rerio were bred from a founder population obtained
from the Goldfish Bowl, Oxford. The flhn1 strain was obtained from
T. Jowett (Newcastle University, UK). The cyc and ntl strains were
obtained from C. Kimmel (University of Oregon, USA). Fish were
maintained in a constant recirculating system at 28°C on a 14 hours
light/10 hours dark cycle.
Cloning and sequence analysis
Two pairs of primers (rev2, rev4 and genie1, genie2, see below) were
used separately to perform PCR starting from random-primed cDNA
samples synthesised using either bud stage or somitogenesis stage
zebrafish RNA.
Rev2: ggacgaattcTSYTCNRGCCARTGCAT
Rev4: ggacgaattcYTNGANTGYTTYTGGGA
Genie1: ggacgaattccGAYGGNATNATNAAYC
Genie2: ggacgaattcRTAYTGYTCCCARAANA
(large lettering corresponds to sequences conserved between mouse
and different insect ptc sequences, small lettering corresponds to an
EcoRI site and arbitrary flanking sequence introduced to facilitate
subsequent cloning of PCR products). Amplification was performed
using 35 cycles of 94°C 30 seconds; 50°C 30 seconds; 72°C 90
seconds. Fragments of the expected size were subcloned into Bluescript KS and sequenced. One fragment was obtained with the Genie1
and Genie2 primers (called Genie) and two with the Rev2 and Rev4
primers (called Rev1 and Rev3). Two primers identical to Rev1 and
Rev3 fragments, respectively, a primer complementary to the Genie
fragment and the Genie2 primer were used in different pairwise combinations to perform PCR starting from the same original cDNA
samples. Two fragments of 1.8 and 2 kb were amplified using the
Rev1- and Genie-derived primers and the Rev3-derived and Genie2
primers respectively, which after sequencing proved to be homologous to both mouse and Drosophila ptc.
2×106 plaques of a λgt11 library made from 33-hour-old zebrafish
embryos (K. Zinn) were screened at low stringency according to
standard procedures using the 1.8 and 2 kb fragments as probes. We
did not obtain any positive clones with the 2 kb probe using either the
33 hour library or libraries from other stages. 20 positive plaques from
the screen using the 1.8 kbp fragment were purified and analysed by
PCR using oligonucleotides against the 1.8 kb probe and against the
lambda vector. The longest clone, λ105, was sequenced on both
strands using either Pharmacia or Applied Biosysytems automated
sequencers with primers from the cloning vector and internal primers.
Sequence analysis was performed using Geneworks (Intelligenetics)
and GCG software packages.
The nucleotide sequence of the zebrafish ptc1 gene described here
is deposited in the EMBL database under the accession number:
X98883.
Plasmids
The open reading frames of a dominant negative mutant cDNA of the
regulatory subunit of Drosophila melanogaster cAMP-dependent protein kinase (Li et al., 1995) and of a constitutively active subunit of the
mouse PKA catalytic subunit (Orellana and McKnight, 1992) were
subcloned into the CS2 expression plasmids where cDNA transcrip-
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tion is driven by the ubiquitous
CMV
enhancer/promoter
region (Turner and Weintraub,
1994) to create pCS2dnPKA
and pCS2cPKA, respectively.
The open reading frame of shh
was subcloned into the CDM8
expression vector (Seed, 1987).
Embryo injections
Injections were performed on
2- to 4-cell-stage embryos
using backfilled capillaries
(Clarks Microelectrical Instruments, Reading) and a
pressure-pulsed
Narishige
microinjector. RNA, synthesized in vitro from linearized
plasmids p64Tshh (Krauss et
al., 1993), pCS2dn PKA and
pCS2cPKA, respectively, was
injected at empirically determined concentrations which
were of approximately 100
µg/ml. Plasmid DNA, purified
using Qiagen columns, was
injected at a concentration of
approximately 100 µg/ml.

A
90
98
100

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

MDRDSLPRVP --DTHGDVVD EK-------- LFSDLYIRTS WVDAQVALDQ IDKGKARGSR TAIYLRSVFQ SHLETLGSSV QKHAGKVLFV AILVLSTFCV
MASDPRDPGP AGGVFGDLPP SYTRSP--PP VNSDLLRRPS YCHAAFALKQ ISKGKAVGQK APLWIRARFQ AFLFSLGCHI QRHCGKVLFI GLLVFGALSV
MASAGNAAGA LGRQAGGGRR RRTGGPHRAA PDRDYLHRPS YCDAAFALEQ ISKGKATGRK APLWLRAKFQ RLLFKLGCYI QKNCGKFLVV GLLIFGAFAV

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

GLKSAQIHSK VHQLWIQEGG RLEAELAYTQ KTIGEDESAT HQLLIQTTHD PNASVLHPQA LLAHLEVLVK ATAVKVHLYD TEWGLRDMCN MPSTPSFEGI
GLRVAAIETD IEKLWVEAGS RVSKELRYTK EKQGEESVFT SQMLIQTPKQ EGTNILTQEA LLLHLEAALS ASKVQVSLYG KSWDLNKICF KSGVPIIENV
GLKAANLETN VEELWVEVGG RVSRELNYTR QKIGEEAMFN PQLMIQTPKE EGANVLTTEA LLQHLDSALQ ASRVHVYMYN RQWKLEHLCY KSGELITETG

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

YYIEQILRHL IPCSIITPLD CFWEGSQLLG PESAVVIPGL NQRLLWTTLN PASVMQYMKQ KMSEEKISFD FETVEQYMKR AAIGSGYMEK PCLNPLNPNC
-MIERMIDKL FPCMIVTPLD CFWEGSKLQG --GSAYLPGM -PDIQWMNLD P---LKLM-E ELS--QFT-S LEGFREMLDK AQVGHAYMNR PCLDPSDTDC
-YMDQIIEYL YPCLIITPLD CFWEGAKLQS --GTAYLLGK -PPLRWTNFD P---LEFL-E ELK--KINYQ VDSWEEMLNK AEVGHGYMDR PCLNPADPDC

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

PDTAPNKNST QPPDVGAILS GGCYGYAAKH MHWPEELIVG GRKRNRSGHL RKAQALQSVV QLMTEKEMYD QWQDNYKVHH LGWTQEKAAE VLNAWQRNFS
PHSAPNKDPW QVPNIAAELQ GGCHGFSKKF MHWQEELILG ERVKDSQNAL QSAEALQTMF LLMSPKQLYE HFKDDYEIHD INWNEDKATA ILESWQRKFPATAPNKNST KPLDVALVLN GGCQGLSRKY MHWQEELIVG GTVKNATGKL VSAHALQTMF QLMTPKQMYE HFRGYDYVSH INWNEDRAAA ILEAWQRTY-

390
386
389

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

REVEQLLRKQ SRIATNYDIY VFSSAALDDI LAKFSHPSAL SIVIGVAVTV LYAFCTLLRW RDPVRGQSSV GVAGVLLMCF STAAGLGLSA LLGIVFNAAS
--VE-VVHGS IPQNSSSNVY AFSTTTLNDI MKSFSDVsVI RVAGGYLLML AYACVTMLRW -DCAKSQGAV GLAGVLLVAL SVAAGLGLCS LLGLSFNAAT
--VE-VVHQS VAPNSTQKVL PFTTTTLDDI LKSFSDVSVI RVASGYLLML AYACLTMLRW -DCSKSQGAV GLAGVLLVAL SVAAGLGLCS LIGISFNAAT

490
482
485

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

TQVVPFLALG LGVDHIFMLT AAYAESNR-- ----REQTKL ILKKVGPSIL FSACSTAGSF FAAAFIPVPA LKVFCLQAAI VMCSNLAAAL LVFPAMISLD
TQVLPSLALG IGVDDMFLLG HSFTETRSNI PF--KERTGD CLRRTGTSVA LTSVNNMIAF FMAALVPIPA LRAFSLQAAV VVVFNFAMAL LIFPAILSLD
TQVLPFLALG VGVDDVFLLA HAFSETGQNK RIPFEDRTGE CLKRTGASVA LTSISNVTAF FMAALIPIPA LRAFSLQAAV VVVFNFAMVL LIFPAILSMD

584
580
585

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

LRRRTAGRAD IFCCCF-PVW KEQPKVAPPV LPLNN-NNGR GARHPK---- ---------- ------SCNN N--------- ---------- ----RVPLPA
LHRREDKRLD ILCCFYSPCS SRVIQIQPQE LSDANDNHQR APATPTYTGS TITTSTHITT TVQAFTQCDA AGQHIVTILP PTSQISTTPP SMVLSTPTPT
LYRREDRRLD IFCCFTSPCV SRVIQVEPQA YTEPH-SNTR YSPPPPYTSH SFAHETHI-- TMQSTVQLRT EYDPHTHVYY TTAE---PRS EISVQPVTVT

639
680
679

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

QNPLLEQRAD IPGSSHSLAS ---------- --------FS LATFAFQHYT PFLMRSWVKF LTVMGFLAAL ISSLYASTRL QDGLDIIDLV PKDSNEHKFL
TDPYGSQVFT TSSSTRDLLA QVEEPKEGRE CVPLPFFRWN LSSFAREKYA PLLLKPETKT VVVVVFVALL SLSLYGTTMV HDGLYLTDIV PRDTQEYEFI
QDNLSCQSPE STSSTRDLLS QFSDS--SLH CLEPPCTKWT LSSFAEKHYA PFLLKPKAKV VVILLFLGLL GVSLYGTTRV RDGLDLTDIV PRETREYDFI

721
780
777

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

DAQTRLFGFY SMYAVTQGNF EYPTQQQLLR DYHDSFVRVP HVIKNDNGGL PDFWLLLFSE WLGNLQKIFD EEYRDGRLTK ECWFPNASSD AILAYKLIVQ
TAQFKYFSFY NMYLVTMDGF DYARSQRQLL QLHNAFNSVK YVVKDGNHKL PRMWLHYFQD WLKGLQATFD ADWEAGKITY DS-YRNGTED GALAYKPLIQ
AAQFKYFSFY NMYIVTQKA- DYPNIQHLLY DLHKSFSNVK YVMLEENKQL PQMWLHYFRD WLQGLQDAFD SDWETGRIMP NN-YKNGSDD GVLAYKLLVQ

821
879
875

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

TGHVDNPVDK ELVLTNRLVN SDGIINQRAF YNYLSAWATN DVFAYGASQG KLYPEPRQYF HQPNEY---- DLKIPKSLPL VYAQMPFYLH GLTDTSQIKT
TGSKKEPFNY SQLTSRRLVD GDGLIPPEVF YIYLTVWVSN DPLGYAASQA NFYPHPREWI HDKYD-TTGE NLRIPAAEPL EFAQFPFYLN GLRQASDFIE
TGSRDKPIDI SQLTKQRLVD ADGIINPSAF YIYLTAWVSN DPVAYAASQA NIRPHRPEWV HDKADYMPET RLRIPAAEPI EYAQFPFYLN GLRDTSDFVE

917
978
975

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

LIGHIRDLSV KYEGFGLPNY PSGIPFIFWE QYMTLRSSLA MILACVLLAA LVLVSLLLLS VWAAVLVILS VLASLAQIFG AMTLLGIKLS AIPAVILILS
AIESVRTICE EFMRQGIKNY PNGYPFLFWE QYIGLRHWFL LSISVVLACT FLVCAILLLN PWTAGVIVFI LPMMTVELFG IMGLIGIKLS AIPVVILIAS
AIEKVRVICN NYTSLGLSSY PNGYPFLFWE QYISLRHWLL LSISVVLACT FLVCAVFLLN PWTAGIIVMV LALMTVELFG MMGLIGIKLS AVPVVILIAS

1017
1078
1075

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

VGMMLCFNVL ISLGFMTSVG NRQRRVQLSM QMSLGPLVHG MLTSGVAVFM LSTSPFEFVI RHFCWLLLVV LCVGACNSLL VFPILLSMVG PEAELVPLEH
VGIGVEFTVH IALGFLTAIG DRNTRSAVAM EHMFAPVIDG AISTLLGVLM LAGSEFDFIM RYFFAVLAIL TLLGILNGLV LLPVLLSLMG PPAEVVPANN
VGIGVEFTVH VALAFLTAIG DKNHRAMLAL EHMFAPVLDG AVSTLLGVLM LAGSEFDFIV RYFFAVLAIL TVLGVLNGLV LLPVLLSFFG PCPEVSPANG

1117
1178
1175

Drosophila
Zebrafish
Mouse

PDRISTPSPL PVRSSKR--- -------SG- KSYVVQGSRS ---------- ----SRGSCQ KSHH------ ---------- ------HHHK DLNDPSLTTI
ANHLQSPSPE PMPPPMNHHG YYAGHIPKAS HQAFSETSDS EY
LNRLPTPSPE P-PPSVVR-- -FA--VPPGH TNNGSDSSDS EYSSQTTVSG ISEELRQYEA QQGAGGPAHQ VIVEATENPV FARSTVVHPD SRHQPPLTPR

1176
1220
1275

Drosophila
Mouse

TEEPQSWKSS NSSIQMPNDW TYQPRE-QRP ASYAAPPPAY HKAAAQQ--- -HHQHQGPPT ----TPPPPF PTAYPPELQSI ------VVQ PEVTVETTHS

1261
1375

Drosophila

DSNTTKVTAT ANIKVELAMP GRAVRSY

Mouse

PPGPGRNPRG GPCPGYESYP ETDHGVFEDP HVPFHVRCER RDSKVEVIELQDVECE 1425
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RESULTS
Isolating sequences
homologous to
Drosophila patched
from zebrafish
Vertebrate homologues of
ptc were first identified in
mouse using a polymerase
chain
reaction
(PCR)
strategy
based
upon
sequence comparisons of
ptc
homologues
from
distantly related insect
species (Goodrich et al.,
1996). Two pairs of degenerate
oligonucleotide
primers
based
upon
sequences
conserved
between the mouse and
insect genes were used to
amplify related sequences
from zebrafish cDNA (see
Materials and Methods).
Two fragments of approximately 320 bp and one
fragment of around 330 bp,
whose sequences proved to
be related to both mouse and
insect ptc sequences, were
amplified. Oligonucleotides
based on sequences within
these three PCR fragments
were then used to amplify

B

QQPHLDSGSL SPGRQGQQPR RDPPREGLRP PPYRPRRDAF EISTEGHSGP SNRDRSGPRG ARSHNPRNPT STAMGSSVPSY CQPITTVTA SASVTVAVHP

Mouse
Chick
Zebrafish
Drosophila
C. Elegans

100 (100)
89 (94)
64 (79)
39 (59)
39 (60)
Mouse

1282

100 (100)
64 (79)
40 (60)
39 (60)
Chick

100 (100)
39 (62)
39 (60)
Zebrafish

100 (100)
33 (58)
Drosophila

100 (100)
C. Elegans

Fig. 1. Comparison of the amino acid sequences of ptc genes from different organisms. (A) Sequence
alignment of the Drosophila and mouse ptc proteins with zebrafish ptc1. Putative transmembrane domains
are indicated by black lines above the sequence. Orange shading indicates identities between all three species.
Blue shading indicates identities between the two vertebrate proteins. Putative N-glycosylation sites in
Drosophila are indicated by pink lines and conserved cysteine residues by asterisks. Zebrafish Ptc1 is
significantly shorter at the C terminus than Ptc proteins from other species. We checked the sequence of the
cDNA in the region of the stop codon and the position of the stop codon, by amplifying this region from
cDNA prepared from zebrafish embryos at somitogenesis stages. (B) Percentage identity and similarity
between patched genes from different organisms. Comparisons were done using ‘GCG Bestfit’. The first
number is the percentage identity and the number in brackets is the percentage similarity.
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two fragments of approximately 1.8 kb and 2.0 kb and each of
these fragments was used as a probe to screen a 33-hour-old
embryonic zebrafish cDNA library. One full-length cDNA,
designated ptc1, was isolated and is described in this paper.
Similar clones corresponding to the other ptc homologue, ptc2,
have yet to be isolated and this gene will not be considered
further here.
The deduced amino acid sequence of ptc1 shows 64%
identity to both the mouse and chicken ptc genes and 39%
identity to Drosophila ptc. Comparison of the different Ptc
sequences reveals that eight cysteine residues are conserved in
all four species. The Drosophila protein has seven potential Nglycosylation sites of which three are conserved in mouse and
chick but only one is present in zebrafish. Hydropathy analysis
predicts that each protein contains 12 potential transmembrane
domains (see Fig. 1A). There are two regions in the amino acid
sequences that are particularly divergent; in the first of these,
the vertebrate sequences have insertions relative to the fly
sequence, between the sixth and seventh putative transmembrane domains. This region is also relatively divergent between
zebrafish and mouse although it is well conserved between
chick and mouse (Marigo et al., 1996). The second significant
divergence occurs towards the C-terminus, which in zebrafish
is considerably shorter than in either Drosophila or mouse; the
Fig. 2. Comparison of the ptc1 and shh expression patterns during
wild-type embryogenesis. Transcripts were revealed by in situ
hybridization with antisense RNA probes to ptc1
(A,C,E,G,I,K,M,O,Q,S,U) or shh (B,D,F,H,J,L,N,P,R,T,V).
(A,B) Dorsal views of embryos at the end of gastrulation. The
arrowhead indicates a row of hypoblast cells adjacent to the axial
mesoderm which express ptc1 at high levels. The asterisk indicates
the anterior boundary of the ptc1 low-level expression domain in the
presomitic mesoderm. (C,D) Lateral views of 10-somite (C) and 14somite (D) stage embryos. Arrowheads denote ptc1 expression in
somites. Asterisks delimit the expression of ptc1 in the neurectoderm
all along the anteroposterior axis of the embryo. (E,F) 18-somite
stage embryos. (G,H) 26-somite stage. Asterisks indicate the dorsal
extension of ptc1 and shh expression domains in the diencephalon.
Brackets indicate upregulation of ptc1 in rhombomeres 2, 4 and 6, a
modulation of expression that is unrelated to shh expression (see also
Fig. 5c). (I,J) Embryos at 48 hours of development. Asterisks
indicate the position of the floor plate of the neural tube. Arrowheads
indicate expression in the gut. golden mutant embryos, which are
defective in pigmentation, were used to facilitate visualisation of
ptc1 and shh expression. (K,L) 8-somite stage embryos. Dorsal view
of flat preparations showing the complementarity between the
paraxial expression of ptc1 and the axial expression of shh in the
notochord and the tailbud. (M,N) Transverse sections through the
trunk of embryos at 24 hours of development. (N) Sections at two
different levels along the axis, the section on the right-hand side
being more posterior. (O,P) Horizontal sections through the trunk of
embryos at 24 hours of development. (Q,R) Dorsal view of the trunk
of 36-hour-old embryos showing the expression of ptc1 and shh in
the posterior region of the developing fins. (S,T) Detail of embryos
shown in I and J, respectively. Asterisks indicate the position of the
floor plate of the neural tube. Arrowheads indicate expression in the
foregut. Expression in the hindbrain, when observed dorsally, was
found to be restricted to periventricular cells in the midline (data not
shown). (U,V) Frontal views of embryos shown in I and J,
respectively. Arrowheads indicate expression in the foregut
surrounding the developing mouth. Abbreviations : e, eye; fp, floor
plate; hb, hindbrain; n, notochord; te, tectum; t, telencephalon; tb, tail
bud; y, yolk.

region absent in zebrafish shows little conservation between
the latter two species (see Fig. 1A). Database searches have
also revealed homology to a ptc-related sequence identified by
the C. elegans genome project (Wilson et al., 1994); the
zebrafish ptc1 gene is as similar to this gene as it is to
Drosophila ptc (Fig. 1B).
Spatial expression pattern of ptc1 during zebrafish
embryogenesis
The expression pattern of ptc1 during zebrafish embryogenesis was analysed by in situ hybridisation and compared to that
of shh. Transcription of ptc1 is first apparent at around 70%
epiboly in the presumptive mesodermal cell layer in two stripes
of cells flanking the axial mesoderm, which at this stage
already shows robust expression of shh. As the convergence
extension movements of gastrulation proceed, low-level ptc1
expression is apparent throughout the presomitic mesoderm
while the two stripes of high-level expression, corresponding
to the so-called adaxial cells (Thisse et al., 1993), extend along
the entire axis; in addition, high levels of ptc1 transcript are
detectable in the neurectoderm overlying the axial mesoderm
and in the ventral part of the future brain (Fig. 2A). With the
onset of somitogenesis, high-level expression persists in the
tissues surrounding the notochord in the trunk as well as in the
ventral neuroectoderm of the brain (Fig. 2C). Distinct patches
of high-level mesodermal expression become apparent
adjacent to the notochord as the somites form (Fig. 2M), a
pattern similar to that of α-tropomyosin at the same stage
(Thisse et al., 1993). During later stages of somitogenesis when
shh expression is lost from the notochord, expression of ptc1
persists throughout the ventral neural tube, except in the floorplate, which at this stage still expresses shh at high levels.
Notably, expression in the mesoderm also persists lateral and
ventral to the notochord (Fig. 2G,M-P). In the brain, ptc1
expression extends dorsally in the diencephalon, paralleling the
dorsal extension of shh expression in the same region and
shows a modulation in the hindbrain, which becomes more
defined at later stages (Fig. 2G; see also Fig. 5C).
The relationship between the ptc1 and shh expression
domains in the developing brain was analysed directly using
double-labelling techniques to visualise both transcripts simultaneously. At all stages, high-level expression of ptc1 occurs
in a domain delimiting the expression of shh. By 24 hours,
expression of shh no longer occupies the most ventral part of
the rostral forebrain and ptc1 expression can now be detected
ventrally to shh-expressing cells (Fig. 3A). High-level
expression of ptc1 is also detected around the lumen of the
neural tube.
By 36 hours, additional sites of ptc1 transcription appear in
the first branchial arch (not shown) and the posterior mesenchyme of the fin buds (Fig. 2Q), in both cases close to
domains of shh expression (Fig. 2R; see also Krauss et al.,
1993). By 48 hours, both genes exhibit a complex expression
pattern in the brain with a persistence of high-level ptc1
expression adjacent to shh-expressing cells. High-level
expression of ptc1, is, however, also observed some distance
away from cells expressing shh in a number of places,
including most notably a domain of intense expression in the
hindbrain (Figs 2S,T, 3B). Expression of both genes is now
obvious in the foregut (Fig. 2S-V) as well as in more posterior
domains.
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Fig. 3. Simultaneous localisation of ptc1 and shh
transcripts in the head. Whole embryos were
hybridized simultaneously with riboprobes to ptc1
and shh revealing ptc1 expression in red staining
and that of shh in blue. Lateral views are shown
with anterior to the left; yolk and eyes were
removed to improve brain visualisation. (A)
Embryo at 36 hours of development. (B) Embryo
at 48 hours of development. Abbreviations: fp,
floor plate; hb, hindbrain; hy, hypothalamus; t,
telencephalon.

Disruption of midline signalling affects both neural
and mesodermal expression of ptc1
The relationship between the patterns of expression of shh and
ptc1 described above is highly reminiscent of that between
their Drosophila counterparts (Taylor et al., 1993; Tabata and
Kornberg, 1994) suggesting that, as in Drosophila, transcription of ptc1 may be induced in response to hh signalling. Since
no mutation of shh is currently available in the zebrafish, we
took advantage of a number of mutants that eliminate shh
expression at different levels along the anteroposterior axis to
investigate this possibility.
Mutation of the cyclops (cyc) gene disrupts the specification
of the prechordal plate mesoderm (Thisse et al., 1994) and concomitantly the induction of the overlying neurectoderm,
resulting in defective midline signalling in the developing
brain which gives rise to the cyclopic phenotype (Hatta et al.,
1994; Ekker et al., 1995; Macdonald et al., 1995). In addition,
cyc mutants lack a floorplate, apparently due to a defect in the
response of cells to the inductive signal from the underlying
notochord (Hatta et al., 1991). In line with these phenotypic
effects, expression of shh is completely absent from both the
prechordal plate mesoderm and the overlying neurectoderm
that gives rise to the ventral floor of the brain (Krauss et al.,
1993) while, posterior to the midbrain, expression is normal in
the axial mesoderm but absent from the ventral neural tube.
Expression of ptc1 in cyc embryos mirrors these changes in
shh expression precisely: thus by the time the body axis is fully
extended, no ptc1 transcripts are detectable anterior to the
domain of expression of pax[b] (Fig. 4A), which marks the
future midbrain (Krauss et al., 1991), and the forebrain and
midbrain remain devoid of ptc1 expression throughout the rest
of embryogenesis (Fig. 4B). The only exception is a short
dorsoventral stripe in the abnormal neural fold of the diencephalon that appears at around 24 hours of development surrounding a stripe of shh-expressing cells that appears at the
same stage (Fig. 4B-D). Posterior to the midbrain/hindbrain
boundary, ptc1 is expressed normally in the somites and
ventral neural tube (Fig. 4B), except that it persists along the
ventral midline of the latter, presumably reflecting the failure
of the floorplate to differentiate.
In contrast to cyc, mutation of the floating head (flh) gene
has no effect on prechordal plate mesoderm but instead
disrupts notochord specification; this leads to a premature loss
of shh expression from the axial mesoderm posterior to the
midbrain-hindbrain boundary and the resultant disruption of
floor plate induction is reflected in patchy expression of shh
along the ventral midline of the neural tube (Talbot et al., 1995;
see Fig. 5D). In addition, muscle pioneer cells that derive from
the adaxial cells adjacent to the notochord (Felsenfeld et al.,

1991; Thisse et al., 1993) fail to differentiate (Halpern et al.,
1995; Talbot et al., 1995). A similar effect on muscle pioneer
differentiation is caused by mutation of the notail (ntl) gene,
which also lacks a notochord. Unlike flh, however, ntl mutants
do not lack the floorplate (Halpern et al., 1993). These differences in phenotype seem to reflect differences in the effects of
each mutation on shh expression, which persists longer in the
axial midline of ntl embryos (Krauss et al., 1993) than in that
of flh embryos (Talbot et al., 1995).
In flh embryos at 24 hours, expression of ptc1, like that of

Fig. 4. Expression of ptc1 and shh in cyclops mutants. ptc1
expression is detected in blue (A,B) or in red (C,D) and shh in blue
(C,D). (A) Frontal view of embryos at the 1- to 2-somite stages.
Expression of ptc1 is shown in a wild-type sib on the left and in a
cyclops mutant on the right. To provide a landmark along the
anteroposterior axis, embryos were simultaneously hybridized with a
probe for pax-2 highlighting the position of the future posterior
midbrain (asterisk). (B) ptc1 expression in a 24-hour-old cyclops
mutant. The arrowhead indicates re-expression of ptc1 at high levels
in a dorsoventral stripe in the diencephalon. (C) 24-hour-old cyclops
embryos. ptc1 expression is revealed in red, shh in dark blue. (D) 24hour-old wild-type embryo.
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shh, is completely normal in the brain and anterior neural tube
(Fig. 5C,D). More caudally, however, expression is restricted
to small clusters of cells distributed sporadically along the
ventral neural tube in a manner reflecting the intermittent
expression of shh (Fig. 5; compare C to D and E to F). In
addition to the effects on neural expression, the broad stripes of
ptc1 expression typical of wild-type somites are absent from flh
homozygotes, with only scattered mesodermal cells expressing
the gene in close association with expressing cells in the neural
tube (Fig. 5E). Thus expression of ptc1 in the mesoderm, as in
the neural tube, seems to depend upon proximity to a source of
shh activity. To investigate this relationship further, we
analysed the expression of ptc1 at earlier stages of development
in flh embryos. At the bud stage, shh is still expressed along the
axial midline in flh embryos, in cells of uncertain origin (Fig.
5B); at the same stage, ptc1 is expressed in a single stripe of
cells along the midline instead of in the two stripes typical of
wild type (Fig. 5A). A similar change in the early pattern of
ptc1 expression is seen in ntl homozygotes (data not shown).
However, at 24 hours, in ntl mutants high-level expression
persists in distinct stripes in each somite adjacent to the floorplate that expresses shh (Fig. 5G,H).

interpretation that the induction of transcription is a direct consequence of shh activity.
To examine the effects of ectopic shh activity in the
mesoderm, embryos from the same injection cohorts were
fixed at the onset of somitogenesis and hybridised with probes
for myoD and ptc1. Like ptc1, expression of myoD is restricted
to the adaxial cells in the presomitic mesoderm (Fig. 6F) and
recent studies have suggested that its expression is regulated
by shh (Weinberg et al., 1996). In a significant proportion of
injected embryos, we found that the expression domains of
both ptc1 (64%; n=112) and myoD (71%; n=90), are expanded
so that they occupy most of the lateral mesoderm on one or
both sides of the midline (Fig. 6G,H). In addition, ptc1 is
ectopically expressed throughout much of the neurectoderm at
this stage following shh injection (Fig. 6G).
Transcription of ptc1 is regulated by protein
kinase A
In Drosophila, removal of PKA activity from cells mimics
their response to hh signalling, activating the transcription of
ptc and other effectors of hh activity, suggesting that PKA
normally acts to repress expression of hh target genes (Jiang
and Struhl, 1995; Lepage et al., 1995; Li et al., 1995; Pan and
Rubin, 1995; Strutt et al., 1995). Since the relationship between

Induction of ptc1 transcription by ectopic shh
activity mirrors its effects on neural
and adaxial-specific genes
The analysis of ptc1 expression in midline
mutations suggests that expression of shh is
necessary for the induction of high-level ptc1
transcription. To test whether shh is sufficient to induce such transcription, we next
examined the effects of ectopic shh activity
on ptc1 expression. Previous studies have
shown that injection of synthetic shh mRNA
into the 2- to 4-cell-stage embryo results in
the ectopic activation of genes such as axial
and nk2.2 whose expression domains are normally restricted to the ventral region of the
neural tube and brain (Krauss et al., 1993;
Barth and Wilson, 1995). In the brain, the
distribution of ptc1 transcripts around the shh
expression domain closely mirrors the
expression domain of nk2.2 (Fig. 6A,B). To
determine whether ptc1 expression can similarly be ectopically induced by shh in the nervous system, embryos from the same cohort
were injected with shh mRNA, fixed after 27
hours of development and hybridised with
probes for ptc1 and nk2.2 As expected, nk2.2
is expressed ectopically in dorsal and lateral
regions of the brain as well as in the eye rudiment of such embryos (Fig. 6D). Similarly,
high-level expression of ptc1 is also detected
ectopically in the diencephalon and midbrain
Fig. 5. Comparison of ptc1 and shh expression in floating head and no tail mutant
of shh-injected embryos as well as in the eye
embryos. Expression of ptc1 (A,C,E) and shh (B,D,F) in flh mutant embryos.
rudiments (Fig. 6C). Notably, ectopic
(A,B) Embryos at the 5-somite stage. (C,D) Embryos at 24 hours of development.
expression of ptc1 was never detected in the
Brackets and bars indicate modulation of ptc1 in different rhombomeres which is
telencephalon. Similar effects on ptc1
unrelated to shh expression. (E,F) Lateral view of the trunk of embryos shown in C,D.
expression were observed in small groups of
Expression of ptc1 and shh in ntl mutant embryos. (G) ntl mutant embryos at 24 hours of
cells following injection of a shh expression
development. ptc1 expression is revealed in red, shh in blue. (H) Lateral view of the trunk
of a 24-hour-old ntl embryo in which ptc1 expression is revealed in blue.
plasmid (data not shown) supporting the
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exhibit high-level expression of ptc1 transcription throughout
the lateral mesoderm on one or both sides of the midline (Fig.
7C). In addition, a similar proportion of embryos from the
same injection cohort exhibit ectopic expression of myoD
either unilaterally or bilaterally (Fig. 7D). At later stages (27
hours), injected embryos express both ptc1 (Fig. 7G) and nk2.2
(Fig. 7H) at ectopic locations in the diencephalon and mesencephalon. All of these effects are similar to, though somewhat
less robust than, those induced by ectopic shh expression
(compare Figs 6 and 7). Similarly, embryos injected with
dnPKA mRNA also consistently show ectopic activation of
pax[b] in the eye, again similar to, though less extensive than,
that induced by ectopic shh expression (Fig. 8A-C).
By contrast, injection of embryos with mRNA encoding the
cPKA mutant has the opposite effect on the expression of hh
target genes. At 27 hours, expression of ptc1 and nk2.2 is
almost totally eliminated from the brain and ventral neural tube
of injected embryos, with only a stripe of expression of both
genes persisting in the diencephalon (Fig. 9D,E). This stripe
corresponds to the dorsal extension of the normal diencephalic
expression domain, which also persists in cyc mutant embryos
(compare with Fig. 4). Like the latter, most cPKA-injected
embryos (60%, n=90) also exhibit varying degrees of cyclopia,
involving fusion of the retina alone or both the retina and lens
(Fig. 9F), a further indication that midline signalling is attenuated or eliminated by the unregulated activity of PKA.
To explore the relationship between shh signalling and PKA
Fig. 6. Induction of ptc1, myoD andnk2.2 expression by shh in the
brain and early somitogenesis stage embryos. (A,C) Lateral views of
ptc1 expression in the brain of 27-hour-old embryos. (A) Uninjected
control embryo. (C) shh-injected embryo. (B,D) Lateral views of
nk2.2 expression in the brain of 27-hour-old embryos. (B) Uninjected
control embryo. (D) shh-injected embryo. Arrowheads in C, D show
the telencephalon which is devoid of ectopic ptc1 and nk2.2
expression. (E,G) Dorsal views of ptc1 expression in flat
preparations of embryos at early somitogenesis. (E) Uninjected
embryo. (G) shh-injected embryos. No ectopic ptc1 expression was
detected in the ectoderm. (F,H) Dorsal views of myoD expression in
flat preparations of embryos at early somitogenesis. (F) Uninjected
embryo. (H) shh-injected embryo.

hh signalling and ptc expression appears to be conserved from
flies to fish, we wondered whether regulation of ptc1 and other
shh targets might also depend upon PKA activity. PKA exists
as an inactive heterodimer comprising a catalytic and a cAMPbinding regulatory subunit; binding of cAMP to the latter dissociates the heterodimer allowing the catalytic subunit to phosphorylate its target substrates. To modulate PKA activity, we
made use of two previously described dominant mutations of
PKA subunits. In the first of these, the cAMP-binding sites in
the regulatory subunit are mutated such that it cannot be dissociated from the catalytic subunit (Li et al., 1995). Expression
of this mutated subunit, which we refer to as dnPKA, thus
results in the inactivation of the catalytic subunit and hence in
the reduction or loss of PKA activity. In the second case, the
catalytic subunit is mutated such that it cannot bind the regulatory subunit, thus rendering it constitutively active (Orellana
and McKnight, 1992); we refer to this mutant form as cPKA.
Amongst embryos injected at the 2- to 4-cell stage with
synthetic mRNA encoding the dnPKA mutant and fixed at
early somitogenesis stages, more than half (55% n=120)

Fig. 7. Induction of ptc1, nk2.2 and myoD expression in the brain,
and in early somitogenesis stage embryos, by inhibition of PKA
activity. (A,C) Dorsal views of ptc1 expression in flat preparations of
embryos at early somitogenesis. (A) Uninjected embryo.
(C) dominant negative PKA-injected embryos. (B,D) Dorsal views of
myoD expression in flat preparations of embryos at early
somitogenesis. (B) Uninjected embryo. (D) dominant negative PKAinjected embryos. (E,G) Lateral views of ptc1 expression in the brain
of 27-hour-old embryos. (E) Uninjected control embryo. (G) dnPKAinjected embryo. (F,H) Lateral views of nk2.2 expression in the brain
of 27-hour-old embryos. (F) Uninjected control embryo. (H) dnPKAinjected embryo.
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Fig. 8. Expression of pax[b] in wild-type, shh-injected and dnPKAinjected embryos. Expression of pax[b] in uninjected (A), shhinjected (B) and dnPKA-injected (C) 27-hour-old embryos. Note
expansion of expression into the eyes in the injected embryos in
comparison to the restricted expression in the optic stalk (arrowhead)
of the normal embryo.

further, we co-injected mRNAs encoding shh and cPKA and
analysed the eyes of resultant embryos at 27 hours. Injection
of shh RNA alone leads to a high proportion of embryos with
rudimentary eyes (77% n=183) as previously described
(Krauss et al., 1993; Ekker et al., 1995; MacDonald et al.,
1995). Amongst embryos co-injected with both shh and cPKA
RNAs, only 22% (n=70) exhibited such reduction of the eyes.
Moreover, the frequency of cyclopia was much reduced (11%)
relative to that induced by injecting
cPKA alone (60%), suggesting that
the activities of shh and PKA are
mutually antagonistic.

1994; Capdevila et al., 1994; Forbes et al., 1996b), the activity
of ptc suppressing the transcription of hh target genes wherever
it is expressed. Thus when ptc activity is eliminated, cells
behave as though they have received the hh signal (Ingham and
Hidalgo, 1993; Capdevila et al., 1994; Lepage et al., 1995;
Tabata et al., 1995), even in the total absence of hh function
(Ingham and Hidalgo, 1993). These properties have led to the
notion that hh acts by antagonising the activity of ptc (Ingham
et al., 1991; Ingham and Hidalgo, 1993; Basler and Struhl,
1994; Tabata and Kornberg, 1994) and, because ptc encodes a
transmembrane protein, it has been suggested that it may act
as a receptor for the secreted Hh protein (Ingham et al., 1991).
Since the signalling activity of Hh family proteins has been
highly conserved during evolution (Krauss et al., 1993; Chang
et al., 1994; Ingham and Fietz, 1995), we anticipated that
proteins involved in their reception at the cell surface would
similarly be well conserved. The isolation of ptc homologues
from zebrafish reported here, as well as from mouse (Goodrich
et al., 1996) and chicken (Marigo et al., 1996), is in line with
this expectation. Whether or not there is a direct interaction
between these proteins and the respective Hh family proteins,
however, remains a moot point. Although the membrane association of Drosophila Ptc (Taylor et al., 1993) is consistent
with its hypothesised role as a receptor, the predicted topology
of both the invertebrate and vertebrate Ptc proteins is more
typical of that of ion channels or transporter proteins (Hooper
and Scott, 1989; Nakano et al., 1989; Goodrich et al., 1996).
A defining feature of Drosophila ptc is its transcriptional up
regulation in response to hh signalling. The highest levels of
ptc expression are typically found in cells immediately
adjacent to those expressing hh (Hooper and Scott, 1989;
Nakano et al., 1989; Taylor et al., 1993; Tabata and Kornberg,
1994; Capdevila et al., 1994; Forbes et al., 1996b) and this
pattern of expression depends upon hh activity (Hidalgo and
Ingham, 1990; Capdevila et al., 1994) whilst ectopic
expression of hh induces inappropriate levels of ptc transcrip-

DISCUSSION

ptc1 is a target of shh
signalling
Signalling by Hh family proteins is
used repeatedly and in various
contexts during animal development.
In Drosophila, signalling by hh in the
embryonic segments as well as in the
imaginal discs, retina and ovary is
intimately associated with the
activity of the segment polarity gene
ptc (Ingham and Hidalgo, 1993; Ma
et al., 1993; Capdevila et al., 1994;
Heberlein et al., 1995; Tabata et al.,
1995; Forbes et al., 1996a,b). In each
instance, the two genes are expressed
in complementary domains (Taylor
et al., 1993; Tabata and Kornberg,

Fig. 9. Suppression of midline signalling by cPKA activity. (A-C) normal (uninjected embryos)
(D-F) embryos injected with cPKA RNA at the 2- to 4-cell stage. (A,D) were hybridised with
probes for both pax[b] and ptc1. In D, most of the signal derives from the pax[b] probe including
the stripe at the midbrain/hindbrain boundary (arrowhead) and the reduced staining in the optic
stalks (arrowhead). The asterisk indicates the stripe of ptc1 expression in the diencephalon - note
that in the injected embryo this extends further ventrally compared to the wild-type embryo,
indicating a dorsalisation of the brain. (B,E) Hybridised with a probe for nk2.2. Note the marked
loss of expression following injection of the cPKA mRNA. (C,F) Frontal views of the heads of 27hour-old embryos, showing the partial fusion of the eyes in the cPKA-injected animal.
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tion (Ingham, 1993; Basler and Struhl, 1994; Capdevila and
Guerrero, 1994; Diaz-Benjumea and Cohen, 1994; Tabata and
Kornberg, 1994; Ingham and Fietz, 1995; Forbes et al., 1996b).
High-level expression of ptc is thus an indication of a response
to hh signalling that is independent of cell or tissue type.
Although the functional significance of this regulatory relationship is currently unclear, one possibility is that Ptc activity
acts as a sink for the Hh protein; in this case, its upregulation
in response to Hh would effectively limit the range of the Hh
signal. Alternatively, the increase in ptc expression could act
as a feedback mechanism that attenuates the response of a cell
to the hh signal.
Our analysis of ptc1 expression in the zebrafish embryo does
not allow us to distinguish between these or other possibilities;
however, it does provide compelling evidence that this regulatory interaction has itself been conserved during evolution and
is therefore likely to be fundamental to the mechanism of hh
signalling. Thus as in flies, the highest levels of ptc1 transcription are invariably associated with shh-expressing cells;
for instance, in the pectoral fin buds and the foregut high-level
ptc1 expression is found immediately adjacent to cells expressing shh, while in the CNS, the levels of ptc1 transcript are at
their highest in the ventral region of the neural tube adjacent
to the shh-expressing cells of the axial mesoderm and floorplate. A similar relationship exists between the expression
domains of ptc homologues and shh both in the chick (Marigo
et al., 1996) and mouse (Goodrich et al., 1996). However, in
each of these organisms, additional sites of elevated ptc
expression are observed in tissues associated with the
expression of two other hh family members, Indian (Ihh) and
Desert (Dhh) hedgehog (Goodrich et al., 1996; Marigo et al.,
1996; Bitgood et al., 1996). In zebrafish, the expression of
tiggy-winkle hedgehog (twhh), the only other hh family gene
characterised to date in this organism, although initiated
slightly earlier, is entirely included within the shh expression
domain (Ekker et al., 1995). Thus, in contrast to amniotes,
there is no expression of ptc1 that can be specifically associated with the activity of a hh family gene other than shh. On
the contrary, except in the fin buds, where twhh is not
expressed, it is possible that at least some aspects of the transcriptional regulation of ptc1 may in part be mediated by twhh.
In midline mutants that lack shh expression at specific
positions along the body axis, we observe changes in the
pattern of ptc1 transcription consistent with a regulatory interaction between the two genes. In cyc mutants, high-level ptc1
expression is completely absent from the brain, consistent with
the lack of shh expression in the ventral floor of the brain
typical of this mutant (Krauss et al., 1993; Ekker et al., 1995;
MacDonald et al., 1995). Since cyc embryos also lack twhh
expression along the entire midline (Ekker et al., 1995), we
cannot rule out the possibility that this gene may also be
necessary (and indeed sufficient) for ptc1 transcription in the
brain. However, the essentially normal expression of ptc1
along the ventral neural tube of cyc mutants, suggests that in
this part of the body at least, shh activity is sufficient for the
regulation of ptc1 transcription. In flh mutants by contrast, shh
expression disappears from the axial mesoderm at a relatively
early stage, many of the cells along the ventral neural tube
failing to differentiate into floorplate presumably as a consequence (Talbot et al., 1995). In line with this widespread loss
of shh expression, transcription of ptc1 is also severely

reduced, being maintained only around the few scattered
islands of cells that still express shh. Taken with our finding
that transcription of ptc1 can be induced ectopically in the
neural tube by mis-expression of shh, these data strongly
suggest that shh is both sufficient and necessary for transcriptional activation of ptc1 transcription in the neural tube.

ptc1 regulation reflects a role of shh in somite
patterning in the zebrafish
Whereas low level transcription of ptc1 is detectable
throughout the presomitic mesoderm, its expression is significantly elevated in the adaxial cells that flank the midline
mesoderm. Several lines of evidence suggest that this mesodermal expression of ptc1 depends upon shh rather than twhh
activity. First, at this stage, expression of twhh is restricted to
the neuroectoderm (Ekker et al., 1995) while shh is expressed
at high levels throughout the axial mesoderm (Krauss et al.,
1993). Second, in cyc embryos, which lack twhh expression
along the entire midline (Ekker et al., 1995) but have normal
levels of shh expression in the axial mesoderm, expression of
ptc1 in the somitic mesoderm is normal. Conversely, the
absence of shh expression along the axial midline caused by
the flh mutation, is accompanied by a significant loss of ptc1
expression in the mesoderm. When considered with our finding
that mis-expression of shh induces high-level transcription of
ptc1 throughout the paraxial mesoderm, these data strongly
suggest that the mesodermal expression of ptc1 is regulated by
shh.
Interactions between the notochord and paraxial mesoderm
have previously been well documented in higher vertebrates
(Dietrich et al., 1993; Koseki et al., 1993; Pourquie et al., 1993;
Goulding et al., 1994) and indeed the activity of Shh has been
directly implicated in these interactions (Fan and TessierLavigne, 1994; Johnson et al., 1994; Fan et al., 1995).
However, whereas in zebrafish, the induction of ptc1
expression in the adaxial cells appears to involve a very shortrange effect of shh, in the chick, Shh protein acts over relatively long distances (Fan and Tessier-Lavigne, 1994; Fan et
al., 1995). Moreover, adaxial cells give rise to a myotomal
lineage (Felsenfeld et al., 1991; Thisse et al., 1993) and indeed
express the muscle-specific transcription factor myoD, which
can itself be induced by shh activity (this report; Weinberg et
al., 1996). By contrast, in the mouse and chick, Shh induces
expression of the sclerotomal marker Pax1 (Fan and TessierLavigne, 1994; Johnson et al., 1994; Fan et al., 1995); in line
with this, notochord grafts have been shown to induce differentiation of sclerotome at the expense of myotome, actually
repressing MyoD expression (Goulding et al., 1994). Thus, it
appears that the outcome of shh signalling on somite patterning differs between lower and higher vertebrates. The different
organisation of the somites in amniotes and teleosts may thus
be accounted for, at least in part, by a modification of the
inductive signals that control their specification. Interestingly
recent studies have revealed that, in chick, MyoD expression
can be induced by Shh in presomitic mesoderm when presented
in combination with signals from the dorsal neural tube (Munsterberg et al., 1995), an activity that may reflect its original
role in the evolution of the vertebrate body plan.
The role of PKA in shh signalling
Intriguingly, as in Drosophila, we have found that the effects
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of ectopic shh activity on ptc1 expression can be mimicked by
reducing or eliminating the activity of PKA. Although PKA
has previously been implicated in signalling by Shh protein in
the brain and somites of rats and chicks, respectively (Fan et
al., 1995; Hynes et al., 1995), our finding that transcription of
a ptc homologue in both the neuroectoderm and paraxial
mesoderm is repressed by PKA provides the most direct indication to date of the extent to which the elements of the hh signalling pathway have been conserved. Similar effects are seen
on the transcription of other targets of shh activity, both in the
mesoderm, where myoD transcription is induced, and in the
neural tube, where nk2.2 is inappropriately expressed. In
addition, we consistently observe the ectopic activation of
pax[b] in the developing eye, an effect that presages eye abnormalities similar to, though less extreme than, those induced by
ectopic shh expression (unpublished observations). Analogous
effects of a dnPKA on zebrafish eye development have also
recently been described by Hammerschmidt et al. (1996).
The implication of PKA in the regulation of ptc1 is further
supported by our finding that constitutive activity of PKA suppresses ptc1 transcription throughout the brain and neural tube.
This effect is accompanied by a similar suppression of nk2.2
expression and by cyclopia, a condition clearly associated with
a loss of midline signalling (Krauss et al., 1993; Hatta et al.,
1994; Ekker et al., 1995; MacDonald et al., 1995). Together,
all of these effects strongly support the notion that the shh
signal acts by antagonising the repressive activity of PKA on
various target genes, just as in Drosophila, hh counteracts the
repressive effect of PKA on wg, dpp and ptc transcription. In
Drosophila, it has been argued that PKA acts in parallel to the
hh signalling cascade (Jiang and Struhl, 1995; Kalderon,
1995). In this regard, it is interesting that co-expression of shh
and the cPKA mutant results in a mutual suppression of the
two contrasting eye phenotypes induced by either activity
alone. This result implies a balance between two opposing
signals rather than a strictly linear relationship between the
two, supporting the conclusions from the Drosophila studies.
Further analyses will be required to elucidate the precise relationship between these activities.
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